
Advice to AmericllIl Patentees Concerning 

},"IoreLm Patents. 

It is generally much better to apply for foreign patents 
simultaneously with the application here. If this cannot 
be conveniently done. as little time as possible should be 
lost after the patent is issued, as the laws in some foreign 
countries allow patents to any one who first makes the 
application, and in this way many inventors are deprived 
of their right to take patents for their own inventions. 

Many valuable inventions ale yearly introduced into 
Europe from the United States.-by parties ever on the 
alert to pick up whatever they can lay their hands upon 
which may seem useful. 

It is a part of our business to secure European patents 
-in fact three-fourths. and probably more. of all the pa.t. 
ents granted in Europe to American citizens, are solicited 
through this office. We have faithful agents in the chief 
cities in Great Rrita ,n and on the Continent, and through 
them we can not only solicit patents, but ofteu effect 
their sale upon advantageous terms. We can give the 
names of many of our patrons who have realized for
tunes out of their European patent� through our Agents 
abroad, if it is desired 

"re are prepared at all times to furnish advice in re
gard to Foreign Patents, and will cheerfully do so on ap
plication personally at our office or by letter. 

Models are not required in any European country, but 
the utmost care and experience is necessary in the pre
paration of the case. 

Almost every invention that is of value in this country 
i� of equal value abroad, and we would recommend pat· 
entees to pay more attention to securing their inventions 
in foreign countries than they have heretofore done. 

All particulars in regard to the modus operandi of ob. 
taining patents in any country where patent laws exist, 
may be had by addressing the publishers of this paper. 

MUNN & CO .• 

128 Fulton street, New York. 
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(lteporred Officially for the Scientific American. 
LIS l' OF P A 'r E N TeL AIM S 

H��ued frOBl the Uuited States PAtent OUit�. 

�'OR THE WEEK ENDING DECEMBER 2, 1856. 
ICE SAw_Stephen Scotton, of Richmond, Indiana: I 

claim, first, the saw, 0, operated or rotated as shown, and 
plact:d in the swinging frame, which ii'i rendered adjusta. 
ble by me ani'! of the rack, Q, pinion, 1. andnotched·wheel. 
k. as described, for the purpose set forth. 

Second. 1 claim moving the platform. A, and feeding 
the Raw, 0, to its work, by means of the wheels. H I. on 
the driving shaft, C. the pinion. f. and screw, h. on the 
shaft. J. and the toothed wheel. I. on the axle, B.  as 
shown and described. 

Th,rd.l c aim moving the platform, A ,  laterally, when 
neces:,ary, by means of the whee!!;, S S, on the shaft, R. 
and the wheel. O. on the plate, T, the:ie parts being ar
ranged as described. 

[In this ice sawing machine a circular sa� is employ 
ed and placed in an adjustable swinging frame. The ar
bor of the sa w is connected with a proper feed motion to 
propel the carriage to which the saw is attached. and this 
carriage is provided with a device to adjust it for Ilawing 
blocks of ice of any required width. This ice machine 
saws ice with great rapidity, is not complicated. nor lia
ble to get out of order.J 

AXLE Box-Wm. H. Saunders. of. Hastings, N. Y.: 1 
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fied introduced and secured within the box. and present. 
ing a hard. polhhed surface to the axle itself, substantial· 
ly in the manner and for the purposes described. 

SYPHON A CLAPIT-Henry M. Walker, of Watertown. 
Conn. : I am aware that l'o'yphons have been filled at the 
top. and that a valve. or stop-cock. has been used on the 
long arm. 

But I claim the application of a device for the simulta� 
neous opening and closing of the orifices. at each end of 
a syphon. 

CONVERTING ROTARY IN'ro RECIPROCATING MOTION 
-Albin Warth, of New York City: I claim the intermit. 
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ving pinion. H. for gearing with the endless rack, D, and 
driven by or operating through suitable gear. a pinion. f. 
arranged with separate action, concentric to said head
the latter being comhineu with slidi� stops.j j. or their 
equivalents-all a,-ranged and operatmg together. sub
stantially as and for the purposes set forth. 

[Various devices have been emploJ'ed for converting 
reciprocating into rotary motion, and vice versa. This 
improvement embraces a very simple method of obtain. 
ing these results. It is applicable to and useful for va· 
rious machines. being preferable for some purposes. eith
er to a crank or eccentric.] 

SELF-ACTING RAKES FOR HARVESTERs-Jesse White
head. of Manchester. Va.: I claim the oombination of the 
rakes. I J, rod F. when said Farts are made to operate to 
a:;�;{b:d.

d independently 0 each other. substantially al 

I also claim. in combination with the rakes. and rod, F. 
the permanent cam, R. and yielding cam, S. which caus
es said rakes to advance in one line. and return in anoth. 
er line, a..'1 set forth. 

I also claim, in combination with the rake head, H. the 
rod. g, having its support a.lternately in Q hJ for the pur
pose of preventing said rake head from binding on its 
ways. as set fOlth. 

And. finally, I claim giving the rake. I a movement 
varying to the size of each and every gavel. as set forth. 

RAKING ApPARATUS-S R. Hunter, of Cortlandt, N 
Y.: I do not claim the rotating cutters, C C. and the 
hinged or jointed plates. A A. for they have been pre. 
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apron. I. a!'l described, for the purpose set forth. 
[This is an improvement in rotary cutting harvesters. 

a patent having been previously granted on this class of 
reapers to Mr. Hunter. The endless apron and raking at· 
tachme nt as now combined with the rotary cutters in this 
machine, render it exceedingly simple in construction; 
and it is said to operate well.] 

Mop HEADs-Frederic Allen. af Worcester. Mass.; I 
do not claim a clamp. formed of two bars hinged together 
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FEEDING PAPER TO PRINTING PRE SSEs-Moses S. 
Beach, of Brookly.n. N. Y.: I do nO.t claim the printing 
of sheets on both SIdes. at one operatIon. 

But I claim seizin� the back or tail end of the sheet. 
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EARTHEN VESSELS J'OR HERMETICALLY S EALING
Edwin Bennett. of Baltimore. Md.: I am fully aw&.re 
that rims, ridges, grooves, or gutter.�. and also ground sur· 
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claim all such. 
1 claim, in the manufacture of earthen vesseh. con· 

structing the covers or lids of such vessels, with the bev_ 
eled or sloping edge, d d. and plane surfaces, e e. unglaz
ed, or in the biscuit state, when said lid or cover is used, 
in combination with a vessel. the contiguous surfaces, b b 
c c, of which are also left unglazed, and ill an absorbent 
state, for the purpose set forth. 

WRISTBAND FASTENER-.J. P. Derby. of Boston, Mass. 
:n���Z:r 
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pieces, B and C, ona -of which. the lower or s�cond cross, 
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pa�ses, that iil connected with the movable section of the 
cross piece. . 

1 also claim the arrangement of the lever. H. ln con
nection with the face plate, and the movable section, D. 
of the cross· piece. whereby. by turnin� the face plate the 
desired motion is giVrlll to the c ross piece or wing i the 
whole making an effective fa�.;tener, for the purposes de. 
scribed. 

llACKING ELECTROTYPEPLATEs-Wm. Filmer & Ed
ward Hookhout. of New York City: We claim, first, the 
Lox or hopper. £, placed in an inclined position, and the 
plate. C. placed within the box or hoppe!. the boUom. b, 
of the box or hopper, being provided WIth ledge�. d d e. 
and arranged as shown. 
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[Melted metal has previously been poured in between 
two plates to form the b acks of electrotype shens which 
were placed between the plates. Lut perfect backs were 
never formed in this manner. This improvement avoids 
every difficulty, and at the same time, by the employ� 
mellt of springs in the hopper, the shell is kept in proper 
position. and allowed to expand ul!iformly at all points, 
when heated by the molten metal, �o that it will not 
warp. The electrotype shells can be backed expedi_ 
tiously and of a uniform thickness.] 

NUT MA CHI NES-Robt. Griffiths. of Philadelphia. Pa. 
1 claim, first. the manner. sub�tantially as set forth. of 
securing the punching and cutting bars between the sli-
diS�l;���s't�: �����f�:e �f1��fi��nChing and cutting 
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OVENS-J. P. Hayes. of Philadelphia, Pa.; I claim. 
making an oblong opening. g through the plate. f, which 
b fixed to the back of each of the ovens. substantial1yand 
fOS����d,rf�i:i:t {h�t�l'���g����t�1 'the soot catching 

!I��ri�h�' :s
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ROCK DRUALING-Mastin Gore & Jno, P. Gore, of St.  
Louis. Mo. : We do not claim feeding the drill at tha end, 
or during its down stroke, by the action of its head on the 
device holding its suspending mechanism; another oper· 
ation being required. for turning the drill. as such COll

st�tutes no part of our invention. 
W � claim the combination of the rock shaft and its 

arms. 0 1-' Q. with the pawls. ST. ratchets. V U. and the 
collar. N, on the drill shafL, for effecting the feed and 
turning of the drill, by the upwarJ.movement of its shaft. 
as set forth. 

R. R. C HAIRS-J. H. Morley, of St. Louis, Mo.: I claim 
fishing the joint of railroad bars. with a divided chair) to 
ease the Krip ofthe chair to the rail. on the bottom fia,nge 
of the ralls, whell so constructed, that the divided bed of 
the chair shalt not come into contact with. or impinge 
upon each other, so as to bear any pal't of the strain (If a 
weight upon the rails. but leave the. upper jaws free to 
bite with the whole strain of the bolts. whereby they are 
made to gripe the rail Joints more firmly. as the cars 
move over them. without the necessity of being support
ed upon ties or bearers, as heretofore. in the manner sub
stantialty as described. 

PENTAGRAPHS-Henry Neumeyer,of Macungie. Pa. : 
I claim the upper sliding frame, A A A A. in combina· 
3��:jt
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slotted traversing bed plate. D D g g If H. with the trav_ 
ersing drawing board. or tablet. D2. the compound co,(j 
and geared cone pulleys, LL M M2 0 0207, the com_ ��uQ�oQ���tt:s�ri%

e
ai!ustable rack devices. P P P2 P3 

I aho claim the grooved sliding rack bar. R2 R2, of the 
traversing rack. S S. with its devices. S2 '1'1. when com. 
bined with their pinions and cone pulleys, and the trav
,.eling carl'iage. A A, as described. 

DRYING CYLINDERs-Horace ·W. Peaslee) of Malden 
Bridge. N Y. ; I claim the employment of a spiral tubu

lar h0ater, upon a non· conducting cylinder. in combina· 
tion with an exterior metallic casing. as set forth. 

BABY WALKF.R AND JUMPER-E. Y. Robbins. ofCin
cinnati. O. : I claim the arrangement ofthe upper exten· 
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in contact with articles of furniture, as he moves himself 
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same time cause him to judiciously exerci�e hIs arms and 
chest. substantially all set forth. 

EXPANDING TAP-Harley Stone, 9fUxbridge.Mass., & 
M, D. Cole, of Blackstone, Mass.: We do not claim mak. 
�;e 

eOfPfu��nfn!l�;�·a���:g:. of cam surfaces. irrespec. 

But we claim the arrangement of the cam piece. J, the 
nut, I. and screw. ti, and their conneciton with the cut
ters and case. A. when con.�tru":t�d and operating 3.'1 set 
forth. 

APPLYING STEAM TO AND UTTING SCARFS FROM 
W OOD-J ob White, of Belfast, Me.: I do not claim the 
discovery or invention of the cutting a board from t.he 

circular surface of a logby means of' a circular or revolv· 
ing disk with cutters moving laterally; that was patented 
by me and Phineas P. Quimby. Sept. 12th. 1827. rrhat 
machine never was able to work with any degree of fa· 
cility or succeRS, and remained my exclusive property. 

Nor do I claim that steaming wood for the purpose of 
working it is an invention. 

llut I claim, first, the arrangement of the cams and 
beam in combination with the feeding gear, Ly which 
the peryendicular and rotary motion of tho log is made 
imm.ediately after the cutter has passed through, giving 
"xact feed to continue a circular kerf around the dimin_ 
ishing surface of the log, making a board of uniform 
thickness. 
st�a�o�r
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which I am able to apply it to the surfaee of the log im_ 
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sult may be obtained by a cast_iron hollow form. by 
which either steam or heat maybe applied to the surface 
of the log. 

WRENCHEs-Orin O. Witherell, of New York City: I 
claim attaching the fixed jaw. B, of the wrench to a han
dle, which has its extremity made eccentric, by a ful. 
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tially as and for the purpose set forth. 
[By simply pressing against the handle of this wrench 

in one direction the movable jaw is firmly clamped 
in its place, and by simply pressing against the handle 
in the opposite direction. the jaw"is set free, and readily 
adjusted to operate on nuts of any size. It has a spring 
and lever for keeping the movable jaw in place. and pre
venting it from shifting while being adjusted. This 
wrench is very convenient for use, ,and we regard it a 
useful improvement.] 

CLAMPING CUTTERS-J. P. Grosvenor. of Lowell. 
Mass. ; I claim connecting the collars with each other. 
i� ili��::n��r
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R. R. CAn S EATS AND COUCHEs-Theodore T. Wood
ruff. of Alton, Ill.; I claim the combination of the mov
a l?le and fixed frame:'! on one side of each compartment 
WIth the movable and fixed frames on the opposite side 
thereot to form each of two depressed couches when un. 
tolded an� connect.ed. and which may be converted into 
two O ppOSIte seats when tho two movable seats are thrown 
up !lnd over the permanent frames. substantially a� de
scrIbed, 

1 also claim combining each of the hin�ed folding backs 
on one side of each compartment. with each of the cor
responding hinged backs on the oPl;0site side of the same 
f�a�e��t�����i�rle�tth:ref�r:��bs�;�:i�11;�� d���:ib�d: 
where by the same may be used as backs for the seats. or 
as couches, as set forth. 

And finally. I claim formin� an elevated couch above 
the windows by the combinatloll of the two sets of hinged 
fl'fl,mes, snbstantial1y as described, so that when not re%llired to be used as a couch. the twosetsof frames may 
a: J�����:lN.

Qllt ot the way, in the manner substantially 

R. R. CAR SJo: A'I'S AND COUCHEs-Theodore '11. Wood. 
ruff, ofAltnn, 111. I I claim in combination with the mov
able frame, .Er. and the fixed frame. f .  substantially as de· 
scribed. the emplo¥ment of the movable seatfl at the ends 
of the severaldlvislons. subHtantially as described. to give 
the required number (If �eats when the couches are not 
med for the purpose of reclining. as set forth. 

I also claim converting the back of the side seats into 
an elevated couch, as set forth. by connecting the upper 
or back edge of Mid back to the side of the car. or to the 
partitiomt, e e, by hinged joints or other equivalent 
means. and holding it up in the required �levated po· 
sition by means of catches, or other equivalent means, as 
described. in combination with the movable fraDle. g, and 
fixed frame. f. or any equivalent therefor, as described. 

I also claim the manner of c,onnecting the upp er or 
fourth couch with the car. substantially as described, so 
that it may be let down, to be used as a couch. or thrown 
up to the roof of the car when not required to be used, as 
set forth. 

And. finally. I claim in combination with the said \-Ip· 
per or fourth couch, the hinged or suspended step. sub
stantially as described, for the double purpose of a step to 
give acceS;;1 to the said upper couch. when used as such, 
and as a means of securmg said couch when thrown up 
out of the way, as set forth. 

VAULT COVERs-Thomas Floyd, {assignor to himself 
and George H. Merklin.) of Chambersburg. Pa.: I claim 
the guides, D, working in grooves. e, in combination with 
cross har. f. spring. h. and rod. g. for the purpose of ele
vating the cover, as describr-d. 

I also claim guides. D. in combination with catches or 
bolts. d, and springs. b. for fa�tening the co\-er down. as 
described. 

GRINDING PAJ'ER SToCK-Vespasian O. Balcom. of 
Bedford. Mass., and Charles H. Hill. of Billerica, Mass.: 
We claim the revolving pulp tub. E, or its mechanical 
equivalent, in combination with the grooved grinding 
roller. G. revolved thereon, at a greater or different 
speed than this tub. 

Also the combination of the revolving pulp tub. E. and 
friction or evening roHer. J, arranged and operated es

sentially in the manner and for the 1 urpose set forth. 
BRAMAH PI.ANING WHEEL-Edwin .Tones, of Green-
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as a sinl;le instrument, and operating substantially in the 
manner and for the purpose specified. 

COVERING TH RJl:AD WITH "rootA_Andrew L. PuDer. 
of Clinton, Mass.: I do not claim the weavir.,� of quilted. 
wadded. or padded goods. nor the use of wadding in the 
loom. 

Neither do I claim making the sliver of two materials 
in order to spin a finer round a coarser, or vice versa. as 
I am aware that is old. 
1h!�fi����i�J���::�!��t���: c������id��fi�n
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comb. R. and condenser. C, so as to produce the sliver 
aboye described. and thj,� I claim whether a twist be given 
to the sliver or not. 

STt;�}'�RING A PPARATUS F O R SHIPs-David "\V. Smith. 
of Boston. Mass.: I claim t.he arrangement of the guard 
rack and the pinion on the tiller with the main rack, and 
the pinion of the hand wheel shaft. the whole being sub
stantially in the manner and for the purposes as sped
fieel. 

CAS'rING METALLIC TUBE8-.James Smith Jr .• of Nor
ton, Mass.: I claim the method of making the metallic 
mold core, viz .• of removable separate sections or staves, 
c d. and a narrow trapezoidal or wedge-shaped spring or 
stave, f':, the whole being arranged and held together by 
rings, g g. and phlgs, or their mechanical equivalents, �ile

�ade to operate in the manner substantially as spe-

HAND STAMP-Nathan Ames. of Saugus • . Mass., (as_ 
signor to the Boston Hand Stamp Company. of Boston. 
.M ass.: I do not claim, in this machine. the principle by 
which the inking roller, K. is made to pass over the bot· 
tom and back of the type block. B, that being embraced 
in a patent granted to me April 1st, 1856. 

But I claim, in combination with the other parts of any 
stamp to be held in the hand. the leg or WIle. D D. so 
constructed as to strik� the article to be printed in ad-
i;:��lf:r��� 7ts�r�t�d� 'to
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while the latter is descending. 

I do not confine myself to any particular manner. as 
there may be many in which the leg. B D. may be made 
to communicate motion to the inking roner. But! claim 
��� l:l;� 
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stamp. in any manner substantially the same as that de
scribed. 

DES IGN. 
PRINTING TYPEs-George Bruce, of New York City 

I call this new type Double Small Pica Copperplate 
Script. 

.. - . 
Los. 0 r >;i1ver in ROil sting Silver Ore .. 

Professor Plattner, of Germany, in an arti
cle in the Berg-wndhoitenman Zeitwng points 
out the serious loss of silver in roast
ing silver ores, to which we would direct 
the attention of all our silver mineralo
gists :-

" It has been long known from experience 
that duripg the roasting of silver ores and 
furnace products in II finely divided state, in 
addition to the mechanical loss of silver 
through the formation of fine dust, there also 
occurs a loss by direct volatilization, vary
ing, according to the properties of the ore, 
from 1 to 10 per cent., Bnd in argentiferous 
blende, exposed for a long time to a strong 
calcining heat, amounting to much more. 
These facts give rise to II question which may 
be divided into two parts, namely :-lst, How 
does it happen that in ores containing an 
equal per centage of silver, but of different 

qualities and composition, the loss per cent. 
in silver differs when they are Bubje{'ted to 
the process of roasting � And, 2ndly, In what 
condition is the silver volatized ? 

To solve the first part of this question many 

experiments were m a d e ,  on II small scale, by 
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Prof. Plattner, in the following manner :

Various substances, for the most part quite 
free from silver, were reduced to a fine pow
der, and mixed with other substances rich in 
silver, and also in fine powder, in such pro
portion that the mixture should contain from 
1 to 2 per cent. of silver; the$e were then ex
posed to the action of heat and atmospheric 
air, in capsules of clay. For this purpose a 
muffle was used, heated to dull redness, and 
most of its openings closed so as to allow of 
a very moderate circulation of air within it. 
The heat was gradually raised until it reached 
a temperature at which sulphate of copper is 
slowly decomposed. The substances used to 
mix with those rich in silver were pyrites, 

blende, various anhydrous metallic sulphates 
and metallic oxyds, and finely powdered 
quartz; those rich in silver were sulphuret of 
silver, metallic silver, arseniate and antimon
iate of silver, all in fine powder. These sub

stances were roasted from three-quarters of 

an hour to an hour and a half, and then as
sayed for silver in the usual way. 

The results of these experiments showed a 
loss of silver was occasioned by chemical 
causes. That II volatilization of silver ap
peared to take place when the silver in t.he 
ore eithet Ilassed from the state of sulphuret 
into that of metal, or when the oxyd of silver 
in combination with sulphuric acid, againsuf
fered decomposition. 

The loss appeared to be greatest in light 
loosely aggregated substances, whose parti
cles had little coheSion, and were readily pen
etrated by the atmospheric air. The loss of 
silver was greater when the roasting was pro
tracted, if at the same time the temperature 
was increased. 

That the loss was increased when magnetic 
oxyd of iron or suboxyd of copper exercised a 

reducing action on sulphate of silver. 
That generally the loss of silver was great

er when the silver existing as sulphate was 
exposed to a protracted roasting at a high 
temperature in company with free metallic 
oxyds than when it was present as arseniate 
or antimoniate of silver. The reason of this 
is, that the sulphate of silver is decomposed 
and reduced to metallic silver before either 
of the other salts,and more particularly before 
the arseniate, although their behavior at a 
high temperature is not altogether the same 
as the antimoniate of silver is very rapidly de

composed, the other two salts more slowly." 
To determine the 8econd question he en

deavored to volatilize silver by passing a cur
rent of hydrogen over it when at a red heat, 
but no volatilization took place, but with a 

current of oxygen gas it was oxydized. From 
the results of his experiments, the conclusion 
is drawn that the silver which escapes during 

the roasting is removed at a certain tempera
ture commencing at a low red heat, and mixes 
with the combustion of the fuel and other 
gases, and is carried off by them. 

.. - . 
Peculiar ChllraeterlBlico of Meteoric Ston.,.. 

There is one character which is peculiar in 
the meteoric stone, and which proves to be of 
high significance, viz :-Its substance is com
posed of various mineral ingredients, which 
are identified with matters of familiar occur 
rence upon the earth; but amidst these iron is 
found in great abundance as it is never found 
on the earth, that is, in a native or nearly pure 
metallic and uncombined state. On the ter
restrial surface iron is always mingled with 
diverse matters, from which it has to be ex
tracted by art when it is required as a pure 
metal. The omnipresent and corrosive oxy
gen of the air alone prevents it from main
taining such condition long; this rusts and 

eats it away. Oxygen and iron have so irre
sistibly strong an attachment for each other 
that they invariably combine when they are 
left together. Thus, then, the unoxydized and 
purely metallic condition of iron in the rero
lite proves that it comes from a situation in 
which there is no oxygen; that is, from be
yond the bounds of the atmosphere, and that 
it is, therefore, altogether unterrestrial, and 
affords proof that the nebular hypothesis is 
not supported by chemistry, for if the moon 
at one period formed part of the same matter 
of which the earth is composed, it would have 
an atmosphere like the earth, but not quite so 
dense. 
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